Introduction
Generalizing the celebrated Beltrami theorem, Sinjukov [7] proved the following theorem.
Theorem A.
If a Hiemannian space V^ (n>2) admits a non-trivial geodesic mapping onto a locally symmetric V", then both V_ and V" are of constant curvatun' n n re.
Hiemannian spaces admitting geodesic mappings have been studied by many authors ( [l]|, [3] , [5] , [é] , [io] ).
As a generalization of the concept of a geodesic mapping, it seems to be interesting to investigate the so-called almost geodesic mappings. According to Sinjukov [8] , the Riemannian space (V n ,g) said to admit an almost geodesic mapping of type 3r g onto (V n ,g), if there exist tensor fields ^ and u^ satisfying the conditions: hold, where <p^ and are gradient vector fields and = 6 ir u r Throughout this paper we assume that the considered reduoed almost geodesic mappings are not geodesic ones.
The following result is due to Sobcuk. Theorem B.
( [9] , Theorem). Let (V n ,g) be a Riemannian space admitting a reduced almost geodesic mapping onto a locally symmetric space (V n ,g). If = 0 or 6g rs y r y s -g TS< P t 9 b t then is of constant curvature, and V fl is locally symmetric.
The present paper deals with Riemannian spaces admitting reduced almost geodesic mappings onto Riemannian spaces V n which satisfy the condition -h -where R .j^ denotes the curvature tensor of and semi--colon indicates covariant differentiation with respect to g. More precisely, we shall prove (in Section 3) the following theorem.
Theorem. Let ( v n »g) (o > 2) admit a reduced almost geodesic mapping onto a Riemannian space (V Q ,g) satisfying (5). Suppose, moreover, that the function a -nt constant curvature and V n is locally symmetric. All objects under consideration are assumed to be analytic. The notations in this paper are the same as those employed in [2] .
All Riemannian spaces considered below are of dimension n > 2.
Preliminary results
In the sequel we shall need the following lemmas. Lemma 1.
If a Riemannian space V^ admits a reduced almost geodesic mapping onto V , then the following eq uations (6, u* >;j -0,
hold, where R^^, Ry denote Ricci tensors, and and ^ijk tiie W®? 1 Projective curvature tensors of V n and V n , respectively.
The equations (6), (7) and (8) were obtained by Sobcuk (see [9] , eqs. (9), (12),and (13)). The relation (9) follows immediately from (7), (8) and from the definition of the Weyl projective curvature tensor.
A.Adamow Lemma

2.
Let a Riemannian space V_ admit a re-> ii daoed almost geodesic mapping onto a Riemannian space of constant curvature. Then V n is necessarily locally symmetric.
This assertion follows immediately from (9) (7) to (14), transvecting the resulting equation with g ph , symmetrizing in (p,i) and using (12) we obtain (13) and, consequently. Interchanging now in (19) the pairs of indices (i,l) and (p,m) and adding both sides of the resulting equation to (19), we get < a il -f *pn3k + (a pm -i 8pm ) 'iljk * Hence, by (12), we obtain (11). This completes the proof* *L e m m a 5• Let a Riemannian space V n admit a reduced almost geodesio mapping onto a Riemannian space V n satisfying (5) . If the relation < 20 > a ij -I «id holds, then
where R = g s1; R Proof. Differentiating (4) oovariantly, using (6) and Ricci identity, we obtain (22) vVj.jfc = ujujv r -+ e Vk 6j -e Vj «£ i ir where \fl = g Hence, by (7) and (20), we have
Transvecting (23) mp "nr" «mp) i^ij " na ± j) = 0.
The last relation, Lemmas 4» 5 and 2, implies our assertion. Thus our theorem is proved.
